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Chapter 3146

For Zhifei, as long as he can keep his life, it is more important to him than anything else.

Because he knew very well in his heart that Charlie had enough strength and enough
reason to kill him.

And with his strength, even if he really killed him, the Su family might not be able to
avenge his life.

After all, his grandfather didn’t even see his face, so he was so worried that he couldn’t
sleep at night!

In order to make peace with him, grandpa even gave the entire Su family’s ocean
transportation group to his sister.

From this, it can be seen that his grandfather is extremely afraid of Charlie.

Therefore, as long as he can survive, it doesn’t matter if he has to throw himself into
Syria.

At least, there, he can still depend on his father, and he won’t be alone.



Charlie heard Zhifei’s begging for mercy and couldn’t help but smile and asked, “What?
Do you want to go to Syria, too?”

Zhifei nodded without hesitation, and said firmly: “I want to go! I’m willing to go! Please
let me go, please!”

Charlie looked at him, smiled slightly, then waved his hand, and said in a cold voice,
“How could I reunite you father and son in Syria? You think too beautiful, right?”

Zhifei panicked and begged: “Grace, I beg you, as long as you can spare my dog life,
I’m willing to do anything you want me to do. You saved my dog’s life.”

” If I kill me. Won’t your efforts to save me in the first place would be in vain? Please
look at this point and give me a way out.”

Charlie looked at him with a smile and without a word. He kept seeing Zhifei feeling so
terrified that he was so scared that he calmly said:

“Zhifei, in fact, you have to be thankful that you have a good sister.”

Zhifei was a little stunned at once, and blurted out, “Grace…what do you mean?”

Charlie said indifferently: “I have a big project to cooperate with your sister now. For
your sister’s face, it is not impossible to spare your life.”

Chapter 3147
In fact, Charlie did not intend to really kill Zhifei.

Not only is he still cooperating with Zhiyu, but also because he has some respect for
Zhifei’s mother, Liona.



That woman has loved his father for so many years and has never done anything to
destroy his family. Just her feelings for his father deserves his respect.

Even, it is worthy of his gratitude.

He is grateful that his father has been dead for so many years, and she still remembers
him.

After all, it is not easy for a person to be remembered by others if he dies.

If he really killed Zhifei, how would he face Liona in the future?

Therefore, he knew very well in his heart that he could not follow this path.

Zhifei was so excited when he heard Charlie’s words at this time, he blurted out and
asked: “Grace, you really decided to forgive me this time?!”

Charlie waved his hand and said indifferently: “Today is your fate. However, as the
saying goes, death can be avoided, and living sins are hard to forgive!”

Zhifei blurted out with excitement and without hesitation:

“As long as Grace can spare me, I am willing to do anything you want me to do! I have
no idea how you punish me!”

Charlie thought for a while and said, “Well, your family has always acted ruthlessly, your
six relatives have not confessed, and your sins are serious.”

“Since you want me to spare your life, then you might as well concentrate on paying for
your family.”

“Okay! I will atone for my sins!”

When Zhifei heard this, although he didn’t know how Charlie wanted him to atone for his
sins, he still agreed without hesitation and blurted out:

“I am willing to atone for my sins! I am willing to do it for me, for my dad, for the whole
Su Family’s Atonement!”



“Tomorrow I will go to the temple to burn incense and worship Buddha, so as to
accumulate more yin virtue for my Family!”

Charlie smiled and said, “Your sins are so prudent, how can it be solved as simply by
burning incense and worshiping Buddha?”

Zhifei asked confusedly: “Grace, what do you mean?”

Chapter 3148
Charlie said calmly: “Since it is a serious sin, then naturally you need to be more pious
and more disciplined.”

“I think you might as well start from tomorrow, use three steps and one bow, all the way
from Aurous Hill to the Jokhang Temple in southwest China On the pilgrimage.”

“Use your most pious heart and your most down-to-earth actions to alleviate the sins of
your Su family.”

With that said, Charlie calculated for a moment, and said:

“If you go to the southwest from Aurous Hill, it should be nearly 4,000 kilometers. If you
knock your head in three steps, the speed will be a lot slower.”

“If you walk for twelve hours a day, don’t say too much. It’s okay to walk four kilometers.
If you count it this way, you should be able to get there in three years.”

“Ah?!” When Zhifei heard this, he almost couldn’t help kneeling to fall to the ground.

He really hadn’t dreamed that Charlie would punish him in this way.

“Knock head all the way from Aurous Hill to the Jokhang Temple?! And it will take three
years to get there?!”

“Isn’t this killing people?”



“I heard that Delong from the Kevin family of Eastcliff used to ride a bicycle all the way
from Eastcliff to Aurous Hill. This has subverted my own perception.”

“If I have to kowtow all the way to the southwestern border, would it be better than
Delong? Hundreds of thousands of times worse?!”

Charlie looked at Zhifei and asked with a sneer: “What? You don’t want to accept it? If
you don’t want to accept it, don’t blame me for not giving you a chance to survive!”

Hearing this, Zhifei didn’t even think about it, and quickly said: “I am willing, I am willing,
I am absolutely willing!”

At this time, Zhifei had already thought out a response plan in his heart.

He murmured in his heart: “Now I have to agree to get out of here first!”

“As long as I escape, I will try my best to leave China as soon as possible!”

“At that time, the emperor is far away, even if this Charlie has the ability, he can’t find
me all over the world to punish me, right?!”

Charlie seemed to have seen his plan a long time ago, he smiled slightly and said:
“Since you have agreed, there is no chance to go back.”

“I don’t regret it! I will never regret it!” Zhifei expressed his stance again and again, just
thinking of getting out quickly.

At this moment, Charlie stood up and tapped the top of Zhifei’s brain lightly with his
finger, and a trace of aura poured into his brain from Charlie’s fingertips.

Immediately, Charlie spoke in an unquestionable tone, and said:

“Zhifei, remember, you will go home after you leave this place, lock yourself in the room,
don’t go out, and don’t talk to anyone. If someone asks you, you just say you want to be
alone.”

“When you wait until nine o’clock in the evening, you will come out of the room, gather
your family, and connect with your grandfather through the video.”



“Tell them that after careful consideration, you feel that your father and grandfather are
sinful people.”

“So Decided to start at 7 o’clock tomorrow morning and kowtow all the way to the
Jokhang Temple to repay the sins of the Su family.”

“If Chengfeng dares to stop you and threaten you, you will count his crimes. Call him
murdrer!”

“In addition, before you confess to your family tonight, you have to record a video.”

“After you finish talking to your family, you will immediately post it on the short video
platform to tell the people across the country about your decision.”

“If someone stops you at that time. You will be forced to death.”

“However, I am not that unreasonable and unsympathetic person. Considering your
poor physical fitness, I allow you to bring a few more followers along the way, and even
a private doctor, so that they can protect your life along the way.”

“It’s safe, but you have to remember that the road, you still have to go step by step, and
you have to knock yourself one by one!”

“On this road, you only need to make atonement sincerely. After you arrive at the
Jokhang Temple, you can come back to Aurous Hill and come to the Emgrand Group to
find me, do you understand?”

Zhifei at this moment, the whole person looked a little sluggish, and his eyes looked a
little hollow, but his tone became very firm and said: “You can rest assured, I understand
everything!”

Chapter 3149
In fact, Charlie had long known that Zhifei was pursuing Sara.



In line with the principle of “freedom of love”, he did not want to interfere more with
Zhifei. Even if Issac suggested that he intervene before, he never thought of it.

Charlie also felt that everyone has the right to like and be liked by others.

As long as the favorite is fair and reasonable, no one has the right to interfere.

But Zhifei was wrong, he didn’t figure it out himself.

Before he pursued Sara, he had regarded her as his personal belonging.

When he found out that he was driving Sara to the stadium, his first thought was to do
everything possible to investigate his identity, point the finger at him, and even have to
investigate his wife’s license plate has completely violated the basic principle of
“freedom of love”.

Therefore, Zhifei’s decision is also the key to his determination to punish him.

It was precise because of this that Charlie gave him psychological hints.

The psychological hint is a very powerful brainwashing function, and Charlie uses aura
as a medium, this kind of psychological suggestion is even more insoluble.

Charlie also knew very well that if he had just reached a verbal agreement with Zhifei,
then he would have repented immediately after he left this room, and might even run
away.

Even if he was forced to be helpless and really kowtowed his head all the way to the
Jokhang Temple, then he is likely to do everything possible to slip on the road.

And it is impossible for him to keep staring at him. The only solution is to give him a
strong psychological hint and make him follow the arrangement.

After this psychological hint was given, he was like Wu Qi who had to have special
meals every hour. No one could stop him, and no one could make him give up his
demands.



As a result, he will strictly demand himself, three steps and one bow, one step less, one
less head, he himself will not forgive himself.

In this way, it is naturally impossible to slip away.

However, psychological cues have powerful side effects.

Once he accepts this kind of psychological suggestion, his whole person’s normal
thinking mode will also be greatly affected.

At that time, in the eyes of others, this person may be like a crazy fool, which is
incomprehensible.

But to Charlie, it didn’t matter, what he wanted was Zhifei to honestly go through the
long head of the next three years.

He once saved his life, and now he will avenge his grievances, and he will not kill him.

It is already extremely kind, and letting him go to kowtow to redeem his sins is also
considered a kind of preferential treatment to him in Charlie’s eyes.

Chapter 3150
Zhifei has been completely finished by Charlie’s psychological suggestion at this time,
and what he thinks in his mind is all Charlie’s instructions to him.

Seeing this, Charlie said: “Okay, you go call your subordinates now and let them take
you home. If they ask you how you talked, you tell them that this matter is a
misunderstanding. The person you are looking for is not in the Emgrand Group.”

Zhifei nodded immediately and said, “Grace, I know!”

After speaking, he immediately turned around and walked out without looking back.

Seeing this, Doris hurriedly asked Charlie: “Master, just let him go like this?”



Charlie nodded: “Let him go, we don’t have to worry about the rest.”

“Okay.” she said in a convenient way: “Then I will send him out to avoid doubts.”

Charlie nodded slightly, and Doris hurried over and said to Zhifei: “Master Su, I will see
you off.”

Zhifei nodded stupidly, and said subconsciously, “Thank you.”

After going out, he just came to the door of the conference room, his assistant and a
group of bodyguards quickly got up and came out.

The assistant stepped forward and asked in a low voice: “Did you inquire about the
identity information of the chairman of Emgrand Group?”

Zhifei said lightly: “This time the matter is a misunderstanding. The person I am looking
for is not in the Emgrand Group. Let’s go. Take me home.”

The assistant was a little confused, but he didn’t know exactly what Zhifei saw in the
VIP passage of the stadium.

Maybe it was Zhifei who made a mistake by himself, so he didn’t think too much. He
said: “Okay young master, then we will send you back now.”

Along the way, Zhifei did not speak, but sat in the car alone with his eyes closed.

The convoy sent him to Du’s old house. Zhifei spoke to the assistant before getting off
the car and said: “Okay, you guys go to do your own business, don’t worry about me, I
want to go home and take a good rest.”

The assistant didn’t think much, and hurriedly opened the door to Zhifei and watched
him enter the Du’s house, and then greeted others to drive away.

When Zhifei returned home, only the servant was at home. He greeted him without
paying attention, so he went straight back to his room and locked himself up.

The servant thought he might be in a bad mood, and didn’t take it too seriously, let
alone touch him.




